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[Read by Simon Vance] A little over 100 years ago, East Africa was terra incognita to most whites: a
land largely unmapped, sparsely settled by Europeans, and teeming with wildlife. It was the
hunter-adventurer's paradise, and by the early 20th century a small, lionhearted clan of explorers
and big-game hunters began leading safaris there for money. They became the legendary White
Hunters, men who led manifold adventurers in pursuit of the world's biggest, most dangerous, and
most sought-after game. -- White Hunters is a nostalgic and densely-packed history of these men
and their adventures, from the turn of the century until the 1970s, when politics, a growing
population, civil strife, and concern about species destruction intervened. --This text refers to the
Audio CD edition.
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First the negatives: basically, the list of white hunters comes at the reader in a blur of names and
brief incidents, so that sometimes the reading takes on a repetitious feel. I found myself a bit
overwhelmed at the onslaught of names and personalities, sometimes given no more than a few
paragraphs of space. The information is arranged chronologically, beginning with the earliest white
hunters like Cornwallis Harris and R.J. Cunninghame, and proceeds at a blistering pace through the
1970's, when Kenya outlawed all safari hunting. Brian Herne, the author, is a good writer, without
being particularly inspired. If you are looking for the Peter Capstick (Death in the Long Grass) style
of safari writing, you will not find it here. Herne is not the talented storyteller that Capstick is; yet Mr.
Herne does have his own particular strengths. His style is very journalistic, in that he relays facts in

blunt, swift manner. Take for Instance his concise description of White Hunter, Eric Rundgren's
encounter with a charging buffalo: "During one pursuit a wounded buffalo charged, slammed hard in
Rundgren, and tossed him over a riverbank. He landed in the gravel stream, but held on to his .450
double rifle. Above him on the bank was the buffalo looking down at him. Lying in the shallow river
Rundgren shot the buff in the throat and it collapsed." End of incident. In a Capstick book, this mad
charge by a buffalo would have taken a page or two, and by the end of it the reader himself would
have felt covered in fear and sweat. Yet, despite the above, I heartily recommend this book for its
many strengths: for one, Brian Herne has incredible credentials as a hunter, and one senses in his
writing that they are being given the true deal. Maybe not as colorfully expressed as a Capstick, but
frankly, more real.
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